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Assistant Offensive Line Coach Travelle Wharton 
 
On filling the void for T Ereck Flowers if he can’t go:  
“One of the things are the guys in our room. Everybody practices every spot, everybody. We tell everybody 
every day, have a starter mentality. Guys get the reps, guys understand that going into things can happen during 
the course of the season that you have to be ready. Go back, coach and evaluate and just see where we are at. 
And then if one of the young guys will step up if that's needed, if not, we'll keep it moving.” 
 
On how to keep guys prepared:  
“One of our main things in training camp and when we created this roster is telling those guys, you just don't 
know when your opportunity is going to present itself. So be ready and the guys have been in tune. They've 
been working hard, just because they know, as the last couple of weeks, as you can see a guy go down, you 
have to step up and be ready. It’s putting it on the line for your teammates. It's the biggest thing. And just being 
ready and guys have responded very well to that. Go in there with that same mindset of whoever's the next guy, 
just be ready to go.” 
 
On distinguishing the offensive line’s ability to block vs. the running backs ability to hit the hole:  
“Repetition and the communication is key. Before you even step out there, communicate, knowing what we're 
trying to do, the block and angles, what the defense is trying to do and what the concept is and how they're 
playing us in certain blocks. Everybody got to go in there on the same page and for us, it's coming off the ball 
and being physical. A lot of times our running backs make us right, because they run so hard and they run 
downhill. And when you have that, those guys after a play, look at each other and they want more. And that's 
exciting for offense alignment and run game, our running backs for it. Just keep giving more, keep blocking 
harder. Cause you never know when that big play is going to happen.” 
 
On being on the fourth center:  
“That was tough, but like I said earlier, that's someone stepping up. Keith [Ismael] stepped up. That's something 
ideally you don't think about losing anybody. You know, it happens in this game, but just losing a guy and 
having to step up and go. He was ready to play and the guys rallied around him and we just kept going.” 
 
On conversations to run the ball during the offseason:  
“We have a big, strong, offensive line, that's talented. Those guys can pass block and run block. For us just 
giving them a chance and go on out there and let them do their thing. We have some, a good stable of running 
backs, young running backs that can run the ball really well. And you just putting it together. You gotta take 
what the defense gives you. You see something that works well, you keep building upon it. And that's all we did 
every week. We building upon the little things and correcting mistakes. Now we got to keep building upon as 
the season continues.” 
 
On OC Scott Turner sticking with the run game: 
“Scott's a great OC. He's done a great job of just putting the game plans together. Calling the runs, having a 



vision and he's been on rhythm. It's been remarkable to see him. I sit right behind him in the box and you see it. 
His realism, his focus, you can see them putting it together a great, great mind for how to attack people. And 
that's been building, that's been building very well for us and we put it together. We go out there and the guys 
go out and perform. It is intense. You see it and you read it. You know, you're excited. He's on real demand and 
when he's rolling, he's rolling. So it's very exciting and it's on us, every position to do their part, to make that 
place assessment.” 
 
On the little things the more inexperienced guys can focus on:  
“You talk about the game plans. You go over adjustments and things like that, you give difficult looks and 
practice, so you can adjust off of it because you don't know how a team is going to play you, but it comes with 
the veteran leaders who have that experience that really talk with the young guys and really say, ‘Okay, we're 
going to block it like this.’ When guys up there and they talking about it, you may have left too soon, stay up 
and hang back a little more or do this or go and help them. And that's their communication upfront that goes 
along with the preparation of watching film, creating a game plan and going in, and then being able to answer 
questions before and after practice. We got a question on something we are going back and looking at the film 
during practice and seeing what works better. But those guys have done a great job of communicating, 
especially with us losing centers of just communicate and how to get those fits because that's something you 
don't, you haven't got. You've been getting it with one guy for a long time, and then you get a new guy in there. 
And just for those guys to get to work, those fits out and continue to play fast and physical and just lean on each 
other. It's been really a big plus for us.” 
 
On some strengths of Keith and T Saahdiq Charles: 
“You know, there are very explosive players, young players, that's very explosive. The biggest thing for them is 
getting those fits, being able to fit with the guards or if you play tackle, getting that fit. Because those guys been 
with someone for a long time and they understand the footwork that he has. So those guys working together, 
whether it's a tackle and a guard combo or a center and a guard combo, just getting those fits understanding, we 
know who to block. Now, you got to get the fits. Then being able to block these guys and reacting to a move 
that they may do. And just the film study of the older guys taking leadership in our room has really been a big 
plus for them. How to watch film, what you're looking for. This guy does this, well, he may do this on you. The 
communication is key for us.” 
 
On how Offensive Line Coach John Matsko makes his players do a book report: 
“I just see what guys think, and how they see things, because we all see things differently. Those reports and 
those things, they're very helpful because it goes with a general or whoever written a novel or something like 
that. And we kind of taken how it applies to us in life and in football. And you can take it and you may not think 
thought of it a certain way, but you know, you hear the way your teammate, you tuck it in and it's really helpful. 
It really opened guys up to really talk and communicate. And that's what our room is based on, that 
communication. You have to be able to communicate no matter what. And I thought that those exercises that we 
do, it really helped the guys communicate better.” 
 
On why Coach Matsko is so highly sought after: 
“Details, details, details. It's not just blocking this man or just seeing the concept of what they're trying to do. 
That way you have a better understanding, okay, he can't do this, or he can do this because their defense does 
this. He has a great memory. He's detailed-oriented in everything you do. He's not going to let you set whether 
your feet are parallel or in an angle, he's going to let you know where you keep your hands. As an older player, 



when he got to Carolina, when I was there, he would get on me every day about my hands. It's little things I've 
been doing for 10 years, but he'll nitpick on your hands. How your hands supposed to be? What's your body 
doing? And as a player, you love that because he doesn’t let you slip off of it. He's going to be detailed on 
everybody's techniques. It's going to be a certain way, and he's going to hold you accountable to it. I think that 
accountability is huge for everybody, because now you hear him on the middle of the field. You know, his voice 
is in your head of man. I got to keep my hands up or something that happened, you can, auto-correct better also. 
I did this and you look at the picture, I need to do this better.” 
 
On how having a strong running game can help a QB have better games: 
“It's huge in anything you do, whether it's play action or run action and your pass pro it slows guys down 
because you're able to have success running the ball. It makes guys step up, but it slows it down. You know 
you're able to get some things and you're able to settle down a little more and just play football. But for us 
upfront its continuing to work, make sure whatever play icalled, go out there and do our best and make it 
happen.”  
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